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Histone deacetylase-2 controls IL-1b production
through the regulation of NLRP3 expression
and activation in tuberculosis infection

Jôsimar DornelasMoreira,1 Alexei Iakhiaev,2 Ramakrishna Vankayalapati,1 Bock-Gie Jung,1 and Buka Samten1,3,*

SUMMARY

Histone deacetylases (HDACs) are critical immune regulators. However, their
roles in interleukin-1b (IL-1b) production remain unclear. By screening 11 zinc-
dependent HDACs with chemical inhibitors, we found that HDAC1 inhibitor,
4-(dimethylamino)-N-[6-(hydroxyamino)-6-oxohexyl]-benzamide (DHOB), enha-
nced IL-1b production by macrophage and dendritic cells upon TLR4 stimulation
or Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection through IL-1b maturation via elevated
NLRP3 expression, increased cleaved caspase-1, and enhanced ASC oligomeriza-
tion. DHOB rescued defective IL-1b production by dendritic cells infected with
M. tuberculosis with ESAT-6 deletion, a virulence factor shown to activate
NLRP3 inflammasome. DHOB increased IL-1b production and NLRP3 expression
in a tuberculosis mouse model. Although DHOB inhibited HDAC activities of both
HDAC1 and HDAC2 by direct binding, knockdown of HDAC2, but not HDAC1,
increased IL-1b production and NLRP3 expression in M. tuberculosis-infected
macrophages. These data suggest that HDAC2, but not HDAC1, controls IL-1b
production through NLRP3 inflammasome activation, a mechanism with a signif-
icance in chronic inflammatory diseases including tuberculosis.

INTRODUCTION

Tuberculosis (TB), a chronic pulmonary infection of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb), remains as a major

cause of human death due to continuous development of drug resistance byMtb (WHO, 2018). Therefore,

it is crucial to design novel host-directed therapeutics (HDT) that target human (host) genes and mecha-

nisms rather than those of the pathogen to complement and improve the current TB therapy. Therefore,

understanding the molecular mechanisms of interactions between host and pathogen will help identify

host molecular and cellular pathways for the development of HDT for the improved management of TB

by the prevention of the drug resistance development by Mtb.

It is evident that intracellular bacteria can manipulate host immune cell responses by changing chromatin

structure and thereby transcriptional responses of critical immune response genes via a variety of epige-

netic regulatory mechanisms, such as histone modifications, DNA methylation, chromatin-associated

complexes, noncoding RNAs, and RNA splicing factors (Arbibe et al., 2007; Bierne et al., 2012; Garcia-

Garcia et al., 2009; Hamon and Cossart, 2011; Moreira et al., 2020; Patel et al., 2017). It has recently

been identified that several intracellular pathogens including Mtb manipulate host cell antibacterial im-

mune responses for their immune evasion by acetylation of the histones and nonhistone proteins (Ding

et al., 2010; Savelyeva and Dobbelstein, 2011; Wang et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2010). Histone acetyltrans-

ferases (HATs) catalyze the transfer of an acetyl group from acetyl coenzyme A to the histone N-terminal

tails, resulting in a relaxed chromatin, which is associated with transcriptional activation of the target

genes by increased accessibility of the regulatory units of target genes to the transcriptional machinery.

In contrast, histone deacetylases (HDACs) catalyze the removal of acetyl groups from the lysine residues

of the histones, resulting in condensed chromatin structure, which is associated with transcriptional

repression.

There are 18 histone deacetylases (HDACs) that are divided into four classes: class I (HDAC1, 2, 3, and 8),

class II including class IIa (HDAC4, 5, 7, and 9) and class IIb (HDAC6 and 10), class III (SIRT1-7), and class IV

(HDAC11) based on their function, co-factor dependency, and structural homology to yeast HDACs. Class I,
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II, and IV HDACs have a zinc-dependent active site, whereas class III proteins are dependent on NAD+ for

their catalytic activities (Park and Kim, 2020).

HDACs play critical roles in the expression of host defense genes, including pattern-recognition receptors

(PAMPs), kinases, transcriptional regulators, and cytokines (Nusinzon and Horvath, 2003; Roger et al., 2011).

Pan-HDAC inhibitors enhance production of a subset of pro-inflammatory cytokines including interleukin

(IL)-1b and other inflammatory mediators (Cox et al., 2020; Seshadri et al., 2017); nevertheless, the precise

roles of HDACs in immune regulation remain unclear.

Interleukin-1b (IL-1b) is a potent pro-inflammatory cytokine, and the defects in IL-1b pathway are associated

with increased TB-susceptibility in both patients (Bellamy et al., 1998; Wilkinson et al., 1999) and mouse

models (Fremond et al., 2007; Juffermans et al., 2000; Mayer-Barber et al., 2010). However, excess IL-1b

production may also be detrimental to the host due to inflammation and lung damage (Mishra et al.,

2013; Zhang et al., 2014). Thus, deciphering the regulatory mechanisms of IL-1b production in TB infection

is critical for understanding TB pathology and immune responses.

The production of IL-1b with bioactivity, a tightly regulated process, progresses in two steps. The first step

is the expression of inactive pro-IL-1b by the cells in response to various PAMPs and damage-associated

molecular patterns (DAMPs). The second step is the maturation of pro-IL-1b into an active IL-1b through

its cleavage by activated caspase-1. The activation of caspase-1 is mediated by inflammasome, a multipro-

tein complex formed in the cytosols of the cells with the involvement of members of NLRP family including

NLRP1, NLRP3, and NLRC4 and the adaptor ASC (Martinon and Tschopp, 2007).

The NLRP3-containing inflammasome can be activated by Mtb infection in an early secreted antigenic

target (ESAT)-6 dependent manner (Mishra et al., 2010), but the mechanisms remain poorly understood.

Although IL-1b production has been studied extensively, the significance of epigenetic regulatory mech-

anisms in IL-1b production remains unclear. In the present study, we demonstrated that inhibition of

HDAC2 by chemical and genetic approaches promotes the secretion of mature IL-1b through the

enhanced expression and activation of NLRP3 by primary macrophages and dendritic upon in vitro stimu-

lation andMtb infection and in mouse lungs in a low-dose aerosolMtb infectionmodel. Thus, we describe a

mechanism of IL-1b regulation controlled by epigenetic effector molecule, HDAC2, with a significance in

TB infection and other chronic inflammatory diseases.

RESULTS

Inhibition of HDAC1 by DHOB markedly increases IL-1b production by dendritic cells

following LPS/CD40LT stimulation

To determine the functional significance of HDACs in IL-1b production by innate immune cells, we

screened 11 zinc-dependent HDACs using chemical inhibitors, such as, Mocetinostat targeting HDAC1,

2, 3, and 11; BRD73954 for HDAC6 and 8; TMP195 for HDAC4, 5, 7, and 9 and Trichostatin A (TSA), a

pan-HDAC inhibitor at different concentrations based on the published studies. Our results (Figure 1A)

demonstrated that stimulation of human MDDC with LPS plus CD40LT (LPS/CD40LT) induced secretion

of IL-1b compared with the control cells without stimulation, although at relatively low level as reported

previously (Wang et al., 2012). To our surprise, out of four different chemical inhibitors targeting 11

HDACs, only Mocetinostat targeting class I HDACs significantly increased LPS/CD40LT-stimulated IL-1b

secretion by MDDC dose dependently compared with the cells stimulated in the presence of DMSO or

other HDAC inhibitors. The pan-HDAC inhibitor TSA at all three concentrations did not show any effects

on IL-1b production by MDDC (Figure 1A). In contrast, LPS/CD40LT induced significantly increased levels

of other two major inflammatory cytokines TNF-a (Figure 1B) and IL-6 (Figure 1C) compared with the un-

stimulated control cells, and none of the inhibitors affected the production of these two cytokines. These

results indicated that only HDACs 1, 2, 3, and 11 may regulate the production of IL-1b by DCs. To narrow

this list down, we probed the individual members of class I HDACs except for HDAC11 due to lack of spe-

cific inhibitor, using MS-275 for targeting HDAC1 and HDAC3, DHOB for HDAC1, and RGFP966 for

HDAC3. Our results (Figure 1D) demonstrated that MS-275 and DHOB significantly increased LPS/

CD40LT-stimulated IL-1b production by MDDC dose dependently compared with DMSO control cells.

In contrast, RGFP966 did not affect IL-1b at all three concentrations, suggesting that HDAC1 is the main

HDAC regulating IL-1b production by DC. Similarly, these inhibitors did not affect the production of
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TNF-a (Figure 1E) and IL-6 (Figure 1F) produced by LPS/CD40LT-stimulated DCs. This specific effect of the

inhibitors on IL-1b production is not due to cellular toxicity of the inhibitors (Figure S1). These results

together suggest that HDAC1 targeted by DHOB is the main HDAC isoform with IL-1b-specific regulatory

activity in innate immune cells.

Inhibition of HDAC1 induces maturation and release of IL-1b from Mtb-infected dendritic

cells

After identifying HDAC1 as the main regulator of IL-1b production by DC in response to LPS/CD40LT

stimulation, we examined this in innate immune cells infected with Mtb. Before testing this, we determined

the capacities of LPS, CD40LT, Mtb infection separately or combination of Mtb infection with LPS, CD40LT,

or LPS/CD40LT stimulation in IL-1b production by DC. Our results showed that although LPS, CD40LT, or

Figure 1. Screening with HDAC inhibitors identifies HDAC1 as a major regulator of IL-1b production

MDDC from four healthy donors were pretreated with the HDAC inhibitors (HDACi) targeting different HDAC isoforms at different concentrations as

indicated for 1 h before stimulation with LPS/CD40LT for 16 h. The levels of IL-1b (A and D), TNF-a (B and E), and IL-6 (C and F) in the cell culture supernatants

were determined by ELISA. Mean G SEM are shown. *, p < 0.05 compared with DMSO control.
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LPS/CD40LT was less potent thanMtb infection in stimulation of IL-1b production by DC, combination ofMtb

infection with LPS, CD40LT, or LPS/CD40LT significantly increased the production of IL-1b by DC, and Mtb

infection together with LPS/CD40L stimulation showed as the most potent stimulator of IL-1b production by

DC (Figures S2 and 2A DMSO controls). Thus, we have used this combination of Mtb infection plus LPS/

CD40LT stimulation to test the functional significance of HDACs. Interestingly, inhibition of HDAC1 with

DHOB or HDAC1 and 3 with MS-275 significantly increased the production of IL-1b by DC compared with

DMSO control cells with Mtb infection, Mtb/LPS, Mtb/CD40LT, or Mtb/LPS/CD40LT. In contrast, inhibition

of HDAC3 with RGFP966 did not affect IL-1b production (Figure 2A). Consistent with LPS/CD40LT-stimulated

DC, these inhibitors did not induce increased production of IL-6 by DC in response toMtb infection, although

addition of LPS, CD40LT, or both further increased the production of IL-6 at certain levels (Figure 2B), suggest-

ing that HDAC1 plays critical role in regulating IL-1b production, but not IL-6, by DC infected with Mtb.

Because the production of IL-1b is regulated at transcriptional, translational, and post-transcriptional levels and

HDACs are known to regulate gene transcription by deacetylation of core histones of the chromatin, we first

Figure 2. DHOBmarkedly increases the production of mature IL-1b by DC andmacrophages uponMtb infection without affecting mRNA and pro-

IL-1b

MDDC from five healthy subjects were either mock infected (Medium) or infected with H37Rv at 5 MOI for 3 h. The infected cells were then treated with

DHOB, RGFP966, or MS-275 for 1 h followed by stimulation with LPS, CD40LT, or LPS/CD40LT as indicated for 16 h. The levels of IL-1b (A) and IL-6 (B) in the

cell culture supernatants were determined by ELISA. Human MDDC were infected withMtb followed by simulation with LPS/CD40LT and treatment as in (A),

and the levels of IL-1b mRNA (C) in total cell RNA and the protein in the cell culture supernatants (D) were quantified by real-time PCR and ELISA,

respectively. Total cell protein extracts of the MDDC infected with Mtb followed by stimulation with LPS/CD40LT and treated as in (A) were used for

determination of IL-1b protein expression by western blotting. The same nitrocellulose membrane was stripped and reprobed for H3 as a loading control (E).

For (E), a representative western blot of four independent experiments is shown. For A–D, mean G SEM are shown. *, p < 0.05 compared with medium; #,

p < 0.05 compared with DMSO control or each group; &, p < 0.05 compared with Mtb/DMSO control.
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Figure 3. Inhibition of caspase-1 or NLRP3 reverses the enhanced IL-1b production by DHOB

HumanMDDC andMDM from six healthy donors were treated with DMSO or caspase-1 inhibitor II (Caspase-1i) or NLRP3

inhibitor MCC950 (NLRP3i) at indicated concentrations for 1 h and DHOB for another hour before stimulation with LPS/

CD40LT (A and B) or infected with H37Rv at 5 MOI for 3 h followed by treatment with the inhibitors as in (A) and (B) before

further stimulation with LPS/CD40LT (C and D) for 16 h. MDDC from six healthy donors were infected with H37Rv, its esat-6

deletion mutant (H37Rv:D3875), or its esat-6 complemented strain (H37Rv:D3875C) at 5 MOI for 3 h followed by treatment

with DMSO, DHOB, or RGFP966 for 1 h before stimulation with LPS/CD40LT for 16 h. IL-1b levels in the culture
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tested whether inhibition of HDAC1 affected the transcription of IL-1b by DC upon Mtb infection by treating

H37Rv-infected DC with the inhibitors for 1 h before further stimulation with LPS/CD40LT and quantifying IL-

1b mRNA by real-time PCR at 4 and 16 h poststimulation. Compared with the control cells, DC infected with

Mtb and stimulated with LPS/CD40LT expressed significantly increased IL-1b mRNA at both time points,

and this was not affected by all three inhibitors (Figure 2C) despite DHOB targeting HDAC1 remained effective

in increasing IL-1bproduction time dependently (Figure 2D).We then determined the effects of these inhibitors

on pro-IL-1b protein levels. Our results demonstrated that Mtb-infected DC stimulated with LPS/CD40LT ex-

pressed significantly increased pro-IL-1b compared with the control cells without infection and stimulation,

and all three inhibitors did not show any effects on the expression of pro-IL-1b, although DHOB induced

increased the conversion of pro-IL-1b (31 kDa) into cleaved mature IL-1b (17 kDa) (Figure 2E); this is not due

to differences in samples loading, as reprobing the same nitrocellulose membrane with anti-histone (H)3 Ab

after stripping showed comparable levels of H3 across the lanes regardless of the treatment conditions. These

results implied that the inhibition of HDAC1may lead to increased IL-1b production by targeting the posttrans-

lational maturation process of IL-1b in innate immune cells.

Inhibition of HDAC1 enhances IL-1b maturation through the regulation of NLRP3 and

caspase-1 activities

The posttranslational regulation of IL-1b is mediated by cleavage of pro-IL-1b by caspase-1, the effector

molecule of tripartite inflammasome complex that also contains the sensor molecule, NLRP3, and an adaptor

molecule, ASC, in response to inflammatory stimulation (Swanson et al., 2019). Thus, we tested whether DHOB

enhances IL-1bmaturation and production through NLRP3-mediated caspase-1 activation in our macrophage

and DC either stimulated with LPS/CD40LT orMtb infection together with LPS/CD40LT stimulation models by

applying proven inhibitors of NLRP3 (CP-456773/MCC 950) and caspase-1 (caspase-1 Inhibitor II). As shown

earlier (Figures 2A and S2), the infection of both cell types with H37Rv induced significantly higher amounts

of IL-1b than that of LPS/CD40LT stimulation, and the combination of the infection and stimulation further

increased the production of IL-1b by both cell types, with MDDC producing significantly higher levels of IL-

1b (Figure 3A versus 3C) than that of MDM (Figures 3B and 3D). Interestingly, inhibition of either caspase-1

or NLRP3 reducedDHOB-induced increasedproduction of IL-1b in both cell types treatedwith both conditions

to the levels of the cells treated with DMSO and stimulated with LPS/CD40LT (Figures 3A and 3B) or H37Rv

infection plus LPS/CD40LT stimulation (Figures 3C and 3D). This effect is not due to compromised cell viability

due to general cytotoxicity of the chemical inhibitors as determined by MTT assay (Figures S3A and S3B),

implying that HDAC1 controls IL-1bmaturation in both cell types through enhanced activities of NLRP3 inflam-

masome and caspase-1 activation. To confirm this further, we took the advantage of an esat-6 deletion mutant

of H37Rv, which is incapable of inducing mature IL-1b production by the infected macrophages due to lack of

NLRP3 activation compared with its esat-6 intact wild-type strain, as ESAT-6 secreted by Mtb is a potent acti-

vator of the NLRP3-inflammasome and caspase-1 activation (Mishra et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2012). Therefore,

we assessed whether DHOB can rescue this defect. Consistent with the previous reports (Jung et al., 2021),

H37Rv:D3875 was unable to induce IL-1b production by DC compared with H37Rv or its esat-6-complemented

strain H37Rv:D3875C, and DHOB significantly increased the production of IL-1b by DC infected with all three

strains ofMtb to the comparable levels rescuing compromised IL-1b production by H37Rv:D3875-infected DC.

In contrast, HDAC3 inhibitor, RGFP966, -treated DC infected with H37Rv:D3875 remained low in IL-1b produc-

tion as with DMSO control (Figure 3E). These findings together suggest that DHOB enhances IL-1b production

by innate immune cells through NLRP3 and caspase-1.

Because NLRP3 is the rate-limiting factor of IL-1bmaturation (Bauernfeind et al., 2009), we determined the

effects of HADC inhibitors on NLRP3 mRNA and protein expression. The infection of DC with H37Rv and

stimulation with LPS/CD40LT induced significantly elevated expression of NLRP3 mRNA compared with

the control cells at 4 h poststimulation, and this was maintained until 16 h postinfection. Inhibition of

HDAC1, but not HDAC3, significantly elevated the mRNA of NLRP3 compared with the cells with DMSO

control at 4-h poststimulation, and this effect was faded by 16 h poststimulation (Figure 4A). At the protein

level, infection of MDDC and MDM with H37Rv and stimulation with LPS/CD40LT increased the protein

levels of NLRP3 compared with the control cells and DHOB, but not RGFP966, increased the expression

Figure 3. Continued

supernatants were determined by ELISA. For all the panels, some cells were incubated without any treatments and

infection as controls (medium). Mean G SEM are shown. *, p < 0.05 compared with wild-type H37Rv; #, p < 0.05

compared with DHOB-treated cells; NS, not significant.
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of NLRP3 dramatically compared with the cells with DMSO (Figures 4B and 4C). Pro-caspase 1 (p45) was

also increased in the cells with infection and stimulation compared with the control cells, and DHOB,

but not RGFP966, elevated the levels of cleaved caspase-1 (p20) in the respective cell culture supernatants,

and oligomerization of ASC was increased in the cells upon infection and stimulation, and DHOB signifi-

cantly increased the oligomerization of ASC (Figures 4B and 4C) without affecting total ASC expression

levels (Figure 4B input), indicating the elevated activation of caspase-1 and ASC oligomerization compared

with DMSO control cells, consistent with significantly increased IL-1b production due to increased NLRP3

inflammasome activation upon DHOB treatment. The changes in NLRP3 expression in differentially treated

cells are not due to uneven sample loading, as there were same levels of GAPDH detected across the lanes

on the same membrane (Figures 4B and 4C).

The acetylation of histone H3K9/K14 of macrophages and DCs correlates with NLRP3 acti-

vation in Mtb-infected cells following HDAC1 inhibition

Thus far, our results have demonstrated that HDAC1 plays a critical role in Mtb-infection-induced produc-

tion of inflammatory cytokine IL-1b through the regulation of inflammasome sensor NLRP3 and NLRP3 in-

flammasome activation in innate immune cells. Because activation of HDAC1 is associated with elevated

deacetylase activity for the removal of acetyl group from the lysine residue of histones, we determined

the changes in acetylation of H3 at lysine 9 and 14 (H3K9/K14). We observed that both DHOB and

RGFP966 increased H3K9/K14 significantly in MDDC infected with Mtb or stimulated with LPS/CD40LT

compared with the control cells with medium and with DHOB stronger than that of RGFP966 in suppression

of H3 deacetylase activity (Figure 4C). Consistent with this result, DHOB and other two inhibitors, MS-275

and Mocetinostat, showed the most potent activities in blocking H3 deacetylase activities followed by

RGFP966 and TSA as the lowest. The other two inhibitors, TMP195 and BRD73954, did not show any activity.

These were consistent with activation of caspase-1 (Figure S4). These together suggest that Class I HDACs

except for HDAC8 play dominant roles in removal of acetyl group from the lysine residue of H3, consistent

with recent report showing that HDAC1, 2, and 3 are themost efficient deacetylases in vitro (Moreno-Yruela

et al., 2022). Interestingly, compared with medium control cells, Mtb infection or LPS/CD40LT stimulation

reduced the acetylation of H3K9/K14 (Figure 4C), indicating the induction of histone deacetylase activities

in innate immune cells by Mtb infection and stimulation at certain levels. DHOB promoted the maturation

of IL-1b through NLRP3 expression in response to either Mtb infection or LPS/CD40L stimulation, consis-

tent with increased acetylation of H3K9/K14 confirming the effect of DHOB. Interestingly, inhibition of

Figure 4. DHOB increases IL-1b maturation from Mtb-infected cells through elevated expression of NLRP3

(A) MDDC from four healthy donors were infected with H37Rv at 5 MOI for 3 h and were treated with DHOB or RGFP966 at 10 mM or DMSO for 1 h before

stimulation with LPS/CD40LT. NLRP3 mRNA in total cell RNA was quantified by real-time PCR at 4- and 16-h poststimulation.

(B) MDDC and MDM were treated as in A for 16 h and the protein levels of NLRP3, pro-caspase-1, oligomerization of ASC in protein extracts, and cleaved

caspase-1 (p20) in the cell culture supernatants were determined by western blotting. ASC levels in the protein extracts without crosslinking were blotted as

an input control for ASC oligomerization assay. The same nitrocellulose membranes were reprobed with GAPDH after stripping as loading control.

(C) Human MDDC were infected with H37Rv for 3 h followed by treatment with DMSO, DHOB, or RGFP966 at 10 mM or pretreated with the inhibitors for 1 h

before stimulation with LPS/CD40LT for 16 h. The protein levels of NLRP3, acetylated H3K9/K14 in protein extracts, were determined by western blotting

using GAPDH for macrophages and H3 for DC as loading controls. For (A), mean G SEM are shown. *, p < 0.05 compared with H37Rv-infected cells of each

group; #, p < 0.05 compared with DMSO control. For (B), (C), and (A) one representative result of 4 is shown.
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HDAC3 does not contribute to the maturation and production of IL-1b by innate immune cells (Figure 4B

and 4C), although inhibition of HDAC3 increased acetylation of H3K9/K14 at certain level, which was lower

than that of HDAC1 inhibition.

To verify whether new protein synthesis is required for DHOB-induced expression of NLRP3 transcription,

DC were treated with cycloheximide, a protein synthesis inhibitor, before treatment with HDAC1 inhibitor

and stimulation with LPS/CD40LT. Inhibition of new protein synthesis blocked the effect of DHOB-induced

increased expression of NLRP3 mRNA (Figure S5), indicating that new protein synthesis is required for

DHOB-enhanced expression of NLRP3 mRNA in innate immune cells.

Mtb infection and stimulation of DC induces activation of HDAC, which was suppressed by

DHOB

To corroborate the findings with reduced deacetylation of H3 by HDAC inhibitors with HDAC expression

and activation, we examined the expression of HDAC1, 2, and 3 and demonstrated that Mtb infection

increased expression of HDAC1 and HDAC2, but not HDAC3, although at modest level compared with

the cells without infection (Figure 5A). Consistent with this, analysis of publicly available data on mRNA

expression of HDAC1 and HDAC2 expression in PBMC of latent tuberculosis-infected (LTBI) subjects

and TB patients (Cai et al., 2014) showed increased HDAC1 mRNA expression in TB patients compared

with that of LTBI subjects and HDAC2 showed reduced trend, although not significant compared with their

LTBI controls (Figure S6). We then performed an HDAC activity assay using total cell protein extracts from

H37Rv-infected DC stimulated with LPS/CD40LT. Indeed, the assay demonstrated that Mtb infection and

stimulation by LPS/CD40LT increased pan-HDAC activity when compared with the cells with medium con-

trol, and DHOB induced a robust reduction of this activity that was even lower than that of controls cells and

the cells that were treated with RGFP966, implying that the HDAC activity induced by Mtb infection and

stimulation is contributed mainly by HDAC1 (Figure 5B). We then examined the HDAC1, 2, and 3 specific

activities and the effects of HDAC inhibitors by performing HDAC activity assay using immunoprecipitated

HDAC1, 2, and 3 from the total protein extracts of MDDC infected with Mtb and treated with DHOB as

HDAC source for the intracellular effects of DHOB or directly treating HDAC1, 2, and 3 with DHOB in

the test tubes after immunoprecipitated from the total cell protein extracts infected with Mtb and treated

with DMSO. The results showed that HDAC1 and HDAC2, but not HDAC3, were the major contributors to

the HDAC activities of DC infected withMtb, and DHOB suppressed deacetylase activities of both HDAC1

and HDAC2, and HDAC3 remained low in HDAC activities (Figure 5C). To our surprise, DHOB completely

suppressed the activities of both HDAC1 and HDAC2 but did not affect that of HDAC3 upon direct incu-

bation (Figure 5D). The differential activities of immunoprecipitated HDACs were not due to low immuno-

precipitation efficiencies (Figure 5E). These results together suggest that DHOB, although used as an

HDAC1 inhibitor (Bauer et al., 2021; Bazou et al., 2016; Moon et al., 2017), targets both HDAC1 and HDAC2.

DHOB interacts with both HDAC1 and HDAC2

We examined whether DHOB binds to HDAC1 and HDAC2 by in silico molecular docking studies. Consis-

tent with high homology, HDAC1 and HDAC2 were superimposed on each other structurally, and the dock-

ing studies found nine highest scoring (tight DHOB binding) positions for each protein, and this binding

can interfere with the active site tunnel as depicted for one such position for both proteins (Figures 6A–

6C). This finding supports that DHOB inhibits the activity of both HDAC1 and HDAC2 by direct binding

to the active sites of the proteins. To further corroborate this, we performed drug affinity responsive target

stability (DART) to test whether DHOB protects HDAC1 and HDAC2 from proteinase digestion as a small

molecule binding to their specific ligands (Lomenick et al., 2009). We showed (Figure 6D) that preincuba-

tion of cellular protein extracts with DHOB at both concentrations protected HDAC1 and HDAC2 from pro-

nase digestion compared with the proteins preincubated with DMSO control. This protection is specific for

HDAC1 and HDAC2 because DHOB did not protect HDAC3 and the pronase did not digest GAPDH differ-

entially because of DHOB when examined for GAPDH, which was relatively resistant to pronase (Pai et al.,

2015). These data together support the potential direct binding of DHOB with both HDAC1 and HDAC2

and suppressing their histone deacetylase activities.

Knockdown of HDAC2, but not HDAC1, enhances IL-1bmaturation through the regulation of

NLRP3

To determine whether DHOB induces increased secretion of IL-1b by innate immune cells by targeting

HDAC1 or HDAC2, we knocked down HDAC1 or HDAC2 in human macrophage cell line THP1 expressing
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Cas9 gene using CRISPR/Cas9 gene-editing approach. After confirming the KD of HDAC1 or HDAC2 in

comparison to cgRNA-transfected THP-1 cells by western blotting (Figure 7A), the cells were differentiated

intomacrophages and were infected with H37Rv at 5MOI for 3 h followed by treatment with DHOB, and the

expression of NLRP3 and acetylation of H3K9/K14 in total cell protein extracts and IL-1b in culture super-

natants were determined by western blotting and ELISA, respectively, at 16 h postinfection. Consistent with

primary human innate immune cells, cgRNA-transfected THP-1-derivedmacrophages expressed increased

NLRP3 upon Mtb infection compared with the noninfected control cells, and this was further increased by

DHOB. The control macrophages showed reduced acetylation of H3K9/K14 upon Mtb infection, and this

was increased by DHOB. Macrophages with HDAC1KD behaved similarly as cgRNA-transfected control

macrophages in their expression of NLRP3 and acetylation of H3K9/K14. In contrast, macrophages with

HDAC2KD expressed increased NLRP3 and acetylated H3K9/K14 even in the cells without infection

compared with the cells with cgRNA and HDAC1KD, and this was further increased dramatically upon

Mtb infection, and the presence of DHOB showed minimal effects. These differences are not due to vari-

able protein loading as similar expression levels of GAPDH and H3 detected across the lanes (Figure 7A).

Consistent with changes in protein expression, cgRNA-transfected macrophages and HDAC1KD cells

Figure 5. Mtb infection or stimulation induces elevated expression and activity of histone deacetylase in

macrophages and DC, which is blocked by DHOB

Human MDDC were infected H37Rv at 5 MOI for 16 h, and the expression of HDACs as indicated was determined by

western blotting using GAPDH as loading control (A). Human MDDC were infected H37Rv as in (A) for 4 h and incubated

with either DHOB or RGFP966 or DMSO as control for 1 h before stimulation with LPS/CD40LT. Some cells were kept as

medium control without infection and stimulation. Sixteen hours later, the HDAC activities in protein extracts were

determined by pan HDAC activity assay (B). Immunoprecipitated HDAC1, HDAC2, and HDAC3 from the protein extracts

of the cells treated as in (B) were assayed for HDAC activity (C). The immunoprecipitated HDACs from the cells infected

and stimulated in the presence of DMSO were assayed for HDAC activity in the presence of DMSO or DHOB (D). For the

determination of immunoprecipitation efficiencies, the immunoprecipitated HDACs were determined by western blot-

ting (IB). The protein extracts of the cells were used as input control for the immunoprecipitation (E). A representative

western blot result of 4 (A) and 3 (E) independent experiments is shown. Mean G SEM of four healthy donors with two

technical replicates for each sample are shown for (B–D). d, p < 0.05 compared with medium (B); *, p < 0.05 compared with

DMSO control (C and D); NS, not significant compared with DMSO control.
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produced significantly increased IL-1b compared with their control cells without infection, and this was

further increased significantly by DHOB. In contrast, macrophages with HDAC2KD produced significantly

higher IL-1b production than both cgRNA-transfected cells and HDAC1KD cells without Mtb infection,

which was further increased significantly by Mtb infection, and the presence of DHOB did not further in-

crease the production of IL-1b (Figure 7B). The similar results were also obtained with the cells stimulated

with LPS/CD40LT for IL-1b production although with visible effects of DHOB (Figure 7C). Because HDAC2

exhibits 85% of total sequence identity with HDAC1 (Grozinger and Schreiber, 2002) as also shown in Fig-

ure 6A and DHOB reduced HDAC activities of both HDAC1 and HDAC2, to further confirm this effect of

HDAC2, we used BRD6688, a chemical inhibitor of HDAC2 with longer effects in both in vitro and in vivo

models (Aufhauser et al., 2021; Wagner et al., 2015), to test the effect of blocking HDAC2 on IL-1b produc-

tion by Mtb-infected human MDM. Our results demonstrated that blocking HDAC2 with BRD6688 signifi-

cantly increased the production of IL-1b by MDM compared with the cells treated with DMSO control in a

concentration-dependent manner, with 0.25–1.0 mM already showing significantly increased IL-1b produc-

tion and gradual reduced effects with 2.5–5.0 mM concentration (Figure 7D). Nonetheless, these results

together demonstrated that HDAC2, but not HDAC1, enhances IL-1b maturation and secretion through

the increased NLRP3 inflammasome activation.

DHOB enhances IL-1b production in a mouse model of Mtb infection

To confirm whether the findings from in vitro studies with primary human innate immune cells are appli-

cable to mouse cells and confirm the findings with a live Mtb infection model, we investigated the effect

of DHOB on IL-1b production by mouse innate immune cells. Consistent with the findings from human

immune cells, stimulation of BMDD with LPS/interferon gamma (IFN-g) induced significantly elevated

production of IL-1b and DHOB increased IL-1b production significantly compared with the cells stimu-

lated in the presence of DMSO (Figure 8A). Infection of BMDD or BMDM with H37Rv also induced signif-

icantly increased IL-1b production in a dose-dependent manner and DHOB, but not RGFP966, further

elevated IL-1b production significantly compared with the infected cells treated with DMSO

(Figures 8B and 8C). Consistently, the cells stimulated in the presence of DHOB, but not RGFP966,

increased the levels of mature IL-1b in the culture supernatants when determined by western blotting

(Figures 8D and 8E).

Figure 6. DHOB binds to both HDAC1 and HDAC2 and protects them from proteinase digestion

Comparison of overlapping three-dimensional structures of HDAC1 (blue) and HDAC2 (green) with DHOB (shown as

spheres) bound to the same location on both proteins with zinc shown in red (A). Hydrophobic surfaces of HDAC1 (B) and

HDAC2 (C) with bound DHOB (blue) showing the bindingmode of the DHOB, shown as licorice, interfering with the active

site of HDAC1 and HDAC2. Preincubation of cellular protein extracts with DHOB, but not DMSO, protects from pronase

digestion (D). For panel (D), one representative result of three different experiments is shown.
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We then treated low-dose aerosol H37Rv-infected C57BL/6mice with DHOB or DMSO as vehicle control by

IP injection. Our results from two-week infection model to avoid the confounding effects of adaptive immu-

nity on IL-1b production demonstrated that DHOB treatment resulted in significantly increased IL-1b pro-

duction in the mouse lungs compared with that of the mice treated with DMSO (Figure 8F). Consistently,

DHOB did not affect the production of IL-6 (Figure 8G). DHOB treatment also increased mRNA expression

of NLRP3 in the mouse lung significantly higher than that of the mice treated with DMSO (Figure 8H), sup-

porting the in vivo significance of DHOB in regulation of IL-1b in Mtb infection.

DISCUSSION

IL-1b plays critical roles in both protection against and pathology of the intracellular bacterial infections

includingMtb infection and the development of chronic inflammatory diseases including autoimmune dis-

eases. Therefore, it has been the focus of extensive research to understand the molecular mechanisms of

Figure 7. Knockdown of HDAC2, but not of HDAC1, increases IL-1b maturation from Mtb-infected cells through

elevated expression of NLRP3 and acetylation of H3K9K14

(A) The macrophages derived from THP-1 cells transfected with control sgRNA or CRISPR-Cas9 knocked down (KD) of

HDAC1 or HDAC2 were infected with H37Rv at 5 MOI for 3 h before incubation with DHOB at 10 mMor DMSO for 1 h. The

cells were incubated overnight and the expression of NLRP3, HDAC1, HDAC2, and acetylated H3K9K14 in proteins ex-

tracts were detected by western blots. The membranes were stripped and reprobed for GAPDH and H3 as loading

controls (A). The IL-1b levels in the cell culture supernatants of the cells treated as in (A) were determined by ELISA (B). The

same cells were pretreated with either DHOB or DMSO as in (A) for 1 h before stimulation with LPS/CD40LT. IL-1b in the

cell culture supernatants at 16 h post-stimulation was determined by ELISA (C). Human MDM from five healthy donors

were infected with H37Rv as in (A) and treated with either DMSO or BRD6688 at indicated concentrations. Sixteen hours

later, IL-1b levels in the cell culture supernatants were determined by ELISA. A representative western blot of four in-

dependent experiments is shown in (A). Mean G SEM are shown in (B–D). *, p < 0.05 compared with DMSO control; *, #,

p < 0.005 compared with the cells with DMSO; *, #, &, p < 0.0005 compared with the cells with MDSO.
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biologically active IL-1b production, and the studies have uncovered major pathways of its expression,

cleavage, and secretion by innate immune cells. Our studies with both chemical-inhibitor-based screening

and CRISPR-Cas9-based genetic studies with primary innate immune cells in vitro and live animal-based

models demonstrated that epigenetic effector molecule HDAC2 plays critical roles in regulation of bioac-

tive IL-1b production by innate immune cells through the regulation of NLRP3 inflammasome activation by

Figure 8. DHOB increases IL-1b production both in vitro and in vivo Mtb infection models

Mouse BMDDwere pretreated with DHOB, RGFP966, or Mocetinostat at 10 mMor DMSO as control for 1 h before stimulation with LPS/IFN-g for 16 h. The IL-

1b levels (A) and cleaved IL-1b (D) in the cell culture supernatants were determined by ELISA and western blotting, respectively. Mouse BMDD or BMDM

infected with H37Rv at 5 and 10 MOI for 3 h were treated with indicated inhibitors for 1 h followed by stimulation as in (A), and the production of IL-1b and

cleaved IL-1b in the cell culture supernatants were determined by ELISA (B and C) and western blotting (E), respectively. Mice were infected with H37Rv and

treated by IP injection of DHOB or DMSO control daily for 6 days a week for 2 weeks. At the end of the treatment, the lung homogenates were evaluated for

IL-1b (F) and IL-6 (G) by ELISA, and NLRP3 mRNA expression (H) in total lung RNAs was quantified by real-time PCR using GAPDH as internal control and

expressed as fold change over that of noninfected control mice. The data are expressed as mean G SEM of four mice of each group of one representative

experiment of two independent experiments. *, p < 0.05 compared with DMSO control. For protein expression analysis, a representative image of three

independent experiments is shown. *, p < 0.05 compared with DMSO control.
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increased expression and activation of NLRP3, a rate-limiting factor of IL-1b production by innate immune

cells.

It was shown previously that SAHA, sodium butyrate, and TSA, pan-HDAC inhibitors, increase IL-1b produc-

tion, respectively, in human macrophages and monocytes upon Mtb infection (Cox et al., 2020; Seshadri

et al., 2017; Stammler et al., 2015). It was also shown that depsipeptide, a potent HDAC1 and HDAC2 in-

hibitor, induces a slight increase in IL-1b by monocytes followingMtb infection (Seshadri et al., 2017). How-

ever, the molecular details of which and how HDACs regulate IL-1b remain unexplored.

In the present study, by screening 11 zinc-dependent HDAC variants we identified that class I HDAC, except for

HDAC8, are critical in regulation of IL-1b secretion by innate immune cells. By application of more specific in-

hibitors of class I HDACs, we found that DHOB previously used as HDAC1 inhibitor (Bauer et al., 2021; Bazou

et al., 2016; Moon et al., 2017) promotes the secretion of mature IL-1b in vitro by both human and mouse pri-

mary macrophages and DC and human cell lines in response to TLR4 stimulation andMtb infection. However,

based on molecular docking, DARTS and histone deacetylase activity analysis further revealed that DHOB has

the potential to bind and inhibit both HDAC1 and HDAC2 deacetylase activities consistent with their shared

high degree (>80%) of homology in amino acid sequences. Furthermore, CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing showed

that knockdown of HDAC2, but not HDAC1, promotes IL-1b secretion through the posttranslationalmaturation

process of IL-1b, indicating a separation of their function in IL-1b regulation by the two highly homologous

HDAC despite shown to be redundant in several functions due to their high homology (Gregoretti et al.,

2004) and co-expression, and even exists as heterodimers as part of the repressor complexes (Kim et al.,

2020; Liu et al., 2020). Three lines of evidence support this conclusion. First, the inhibition of NLRP3 or

caspase-1, the sensor or effector molecules of active NLRP3 inflammasome, reversed the elevated levels of

IL-1b induced by DHOB to the comparable levels with the DMSO control cells. Second, DHOB increased

the expression of NLRP3 at both mRNA and protein levels; this was further supported by the reduction of

pro-caspase-1 (45 kDa) and correspondingly increased active form of cleaved caspase-1 in the culture

supernatants of humanmacrophages andDCexposed toDHOB (Figure S4), suggesting that HDAC2 regulates

IL-1b maturation indirectly at least in part by regulation of NLRP3 expression and activation, caspase-1

activation, and ASC oligomerization to form active NLRP3 inflammasome. Lastly, the previous studies have

shown that Mtb infection of macrophages induces the production of mature IL-1b in an ESAT-6-dependent

manner, and the secretion of ESAT-6 is associated with and may directly activate NLRP3 for the maturation

and secretion of IL-1b (Mishra et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2012; Jung et al., 2021). Consistent with these observa-

tions, our results demonstrated that DHOB restored the release of IL-1b by DCs infected with Mtb lacking

esat-6. These results implicate that HDAC2 is a major regulator of NLRP3-mediated activation of caspase-1

and ASC oligomerization, a rate-limiting factor of mature IL-1b production. However, how blocking HDAC2 re-

sulted in increasedNLRP3 expression and activation remain to be explored in the future studies with a focus on

transcriptional regulators of NLRP3 with acetylation modifications.

In addition, we have also provided an in vivo evidence for the significance of HDAC2 inhibition in TB infec-

tion despite the complications of HDACs expressed by many different cell populations including both im-

mune cells as well as nonmyeloid cells (Thiagalingam et al., 2003). Treatment of Mtb-infected mice with

DHOB for two weeks postinfection increased IL-1b and mRNA expression of NLRP3 without affecting

IL-6 production in mouse lung tissues. As a proof of concept, we performed two-weekMtb infection model

to study the effect of DHOB on production of IL-1b by innate immune cells without the complications of

immune regulation imposed by the adaptive immune responses such as IFN-ɣ produced by Th1 cells

may suppress the production of IL-1b through iNOS and NO production (Mayer-Barber et al., 2011; Mishra

et al., 2013). Because the pathological effects of IL-1b is evident in chronic TB infection, the role of HDAC2-

mediated regulation of IL-1b production in chronic TB infection in mouse models may provide in-depth un-

derstanding of the significance of the HDAC2 in TB infection in terms of IL-1b regulation, and this can be

addressed in the future studies.

The levels of IL-1b production are often associated with the severity of TB infection (Tsao et al., 1999; Zhang

et al., 2014), and blocking IL-1b activity with a Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved drug, ana-

kinra, an IL-1b receptor blocker, in a mouse model and a nonhuman primate model of TB infection

improved the therapeutic outcomes of otherwise toxic linezolid treatment of TB infection due to increased

IL-1b production (Winchell et al., 2020). The production of IL-1b in response to Mtb is dependent on the

NLRP3-inflammasome/caspase-1 pathway. However, it was reported that cleaved mature IL-1b is found
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in lungs ofMtb-infected mice even in the absence of the NLRP3 or caspase-1 and did not result in different

bacterial burdens in lungs and spleen (McElvania Tekippe et al., 2010; Walter et al., 2010), and the lung le-

sions induced by Mtb infection were not affected by the absence of NLRP3 (Dorhoi et al., 2012; McElvania

Tekippe et al., 2010; Walter et al., 2010). Thus, understanding the mechanisms of IL-1b production and

associated inflammasome activation pathways in TB infection may provide insights into the mechanisms

regulating the secretion of IL-1b, a key mediator of inflammation and immunity in TB infection, and other

bacterial infections and chronic inflammatory diseases.

Accumulating evidence indicates that epigenetic mechanisms participate in the modulation of inflamma-

somes expression during infection (Liu et al., 2018; Sahu and Sahu, 2015; Wei et al., 2016). It was showed

that macrophages infected by Leishmania amazonensis dampens NLRP3 inflammasome activation and

leads to reduced IL-1b secretion that correlates with H3K9/K14 hypoacetylation (Lecoeur et al., 2020).

Our findings demonstrated a strong increase of acetylation of H3K9/K14 in cells following deletion of

HDAC2 compared with the wild-type THP-1 macrophages. Interestingly, we also noticed increased acety-

lation of H3K9/14 in the cells treated with HDAC3 inhibitor under bothMtb infection and LPS/CD40LT stim-

ulation, although at a lower extent than that of the cells treated with DHOB (Figure S4) and no significant

difference observed in HDAC1 KD cells compared with wild-type THP-1 macrophages, indicating that

HDAC2 is probably the dominant HDAC isoform that deacetylates H3K9/K14 and other nonhistone pro-

teins with lysines. Indeed, the HDAC activity assay demonstrated that infection of DC with Mtb and stim-

ulation with LPS/CD40LT induced activation of HDAC and that inhibition of HDAC2 by DHOB led to a

robust reduction of HDAC activity induced byMtb infection, further indicating that HDAC2 is the dominant

HDAC isoforms in both human and mouse macrophages and DC. Although several other HDACs such as

HDAC3 (Angiolilli et al., 2017), HDAC8 (Li et al., 2015), and probably HDAC11 (Stammler et al., 2015) were

shown to involve in regulation of inflammatory cytokines, our study was not able to show the effects of these

HDACs in regulation of IL-1b and the chemical inhibitor, and gene-editing studies showed that HDAC2 is

the only HDAC isoform with the significant effects on IL-1b production without affecting IL-6 and TNF-a.

This discrepancy may be due to the experimental model, as we used Mtb infection and LPS/CD40LT stim-

ulation and differences in cell preparation and differentiation as Angiolilli et al. used GM-CSF-differenti-

ated mouse BMDD instead of GM-CSF plus IL-4 as we did, Li et al. used human PBMC stimulated with

LPS, not purified myeloid cells, and Stammler et al. used fibroblast-like synoviocytes isolated from synovial

tissues of rheumatoid arthritis patients stimulated with cytokines IL-1b and type I interferon.

Acetylation of lysine residues at the N-terminal histone tails is tightly controlled by opposing activities of

histone acetyl transferases (HATs) and HDACs. It has been identified recently that Rv3423.1 is a histone ace-

tyltransferase secreted by virulentMtb and acetylates H3K9/K14 (Jose et al., 2016). Therefore, HDAC2 may

act to counterbalance the acetylation of H3K9/K14 induced by Mtb infection, suggesting a potential role

for HDAC2 in regulation of immune responses against Mtb infection besides regulating IL-1b production.

Our findings demonstrated that the inhibition of HDAC2 also increased NLRP3 expression and IL-1b secre-

tion in cells stimulated with LPS/CD40LT (Figure S4). Thus, it seems likely that HDAC2 exerts a protective

effect against excessive inflammatory response through innate immune cells and can be extended to other

chronic inflammatory diseases such as TB infection.

Therefore, it is tempting to speculate that some degree of deficiency in HDAC2 expression or activity in

immune cells, especially in macrophages and DC, may associate with overactive inflammation and tissue

damage in TB infection. This mechanism may also play a role in chronic inflammatory diseases, such as

autoimmune diseases. Indeed, it has been demonstrated that the HDAC2 expression is markedly reduced

in the lung tissue of the chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) patients compared with the control

group, which results in amplification of the inflammatory response with depressed activity of HDAC2 in pe-

ripheral lung and in alveolar macrophages of the patients correlated with severity of COPD (Barnes, 2009;

Ito et al., 2005). Besides, reduced activity of HDAC2 is observed in alveolar macrophages isolated from pa-

tients with asthma or COPD, and the restoration of HDAC activity normalizes the cytokine responses of

these macrophages in response to LPS (Cosio et al., 2004a, 2004b; Ito et al., 2006). Thus, our data provide

a potential role of HDAC2 in regulation of chronic inflammation through regulation of major inflammatory

cytokine IL-1b by targeting NLRP3 inflammasome.

In this study we showed thatMtb infection increases the HDAC enzymatic activity. Previous studies demon-

strated that compared with healthy subjects, PBMC from patients with active pulmonary TB disease have
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decreased levels of acetylated H3K14, and this was reversed to normal after anti-TB treatment (Chen et al.,

2017). In addition, it was demonstrated that TB patients with a low H3K14 acetylation had lower one-year

survival than those with a high value (Chen et al., 2017). However, the inhibition of protein synthesis by

cycloheximide markedly reduced the elevated levels of IL-1b and NLRP3 mRNA induced by DHOB

(Figures S5A and S5B), indicating that inhibition of HDAC2 activity may lead to increased NLRP3 expression

and activation indirectly through new protein synthesis, which may be due to reduced repressor complex

that requires HDAC2 for their activity, and reduced HDAC2 activity may compromise the repressor com-

plex (Kim et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020)-mediated suppression of major regulator of NLRP3 expression in

innate immune cells.

Taken together, Mtb may induce H3K9/K14 deacetylation to silence host immune defense genes, such as

IL-1b for its immune evasion with the involvement of HDAC2 and that may also affect the development and

clinical manifestation of TB infection because of its reduced expression that is supported by reduced

expression of HDAC2 at mRNA level in PBMC of tuberculosis patients in comparison to LTBI subjects

(Figure S6).

ClinicalMtb isolates induce differential IL-1b secretion from cells, and it was demonstrated previously that

it is not attributed to differential IL-1bmRNA transcription or pro-IL-1b accumulation but by modulation of

pro-IL-1bmaturation pathways dependent on caspase-1 (Krishnan et al., 2013). Interestingly, another study

demonstrated that the patients infected with low IL-1b-inducingMtb isolate had extensive lung pathology

(Sousa et al., 2020). Thus, it is tempting to speculate that the HDAC2-mediated regulation of IL-1b matu-

ration through NLRP3 inflammasome activation may play a significant role in host immune defense against

TB infection and disease manifestation, which warrant future studies.

In conclusion, we demonstrated that an epigenetic mechanism in host innate immune cells may play critical

roles in regulation of IL-1b production through HDAC2-mediated regulation of NLRP3 expression and in-

flammasome activation, and DHOB, a known HDAC1 inhibitor, targets HDAC2 as well.

Limitations of study

This study demonstrated that the epigenetic effector molecule HDAC2 regulates IL-1b production by

innate immune cells through the regulation of NLRP3 inflammasome activation in both in vitro and in vivo

models. However, there are limitations in this study. Most of the studies were performed with primary im-

mune cells in a healthy condition. To further establish the role of HDAC2 in regulation of IL-1b production

with disease relevance in our future studies, the significance of HDAC2-mediated regulation of IL-1b pro-

duction can be examined in murine models of TB infection with the cell-specific conditional deletion of

HDAC2 to complement our observation with DHOB in a mouse model of TB infection. It is also desirable

to study the expression and activity of HDACs with a focus on HDAC2 in TB patients and the patients with

other chronic inflammatory diseases in correlation with IL-1b production, disease severity, and response to

therapy. These studies would further complement and establish the cell-specific role of HDAC2 in regula-

tion of IL-1b production by innate immune cells in the pathogenesis of specific diseases with chronic

inflammation.
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STAR+METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT OR RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Anti-HDAC1 (D5C6U) Cell Signaling Cat: #34589, RRID:AB_2756821

Anti-HDAC2 (D6S5P) Cell Signaling Cat# 57,156, RRID:AB_2756828)

Anti-HDAC3 (D2O1K) Cell Signaling Cat# 85,057, RRID:AB_2800047

Anti-NLRP3 (D4D8T) Cell Signaling Cat# 15,101, RRID:AB_2722591

Anti-IL-1b (D3U3E) Cell Signaling Cat# 12,703, RRID:AB_2737350

Anti-Histone H3 Cell Signaling Cat# 9715, RRID:AB_331563

Anti-Acetyl-Histone H3 (Lys9/Lys14) Cell Signaling Cat# 9677, RRID:AB_1147653

Anti-Caspase-1 (D7F10) Cell Signaling Cat# 3866, RRID:AB_2069051

Anti-ASC/TMS1 (E1E3I) Cell Signaling Cat# 13,833, RRID:AB_2798325

Anti-GAPDH Antibody (0411) Santa Cruz Biotechnology Cat# sc-47724, RRID:AB_627678

Anti-b-Actin Santa Cruz Biotechnology Cat# sc-47778 HRP, RRID:AB_2714189

Critical commercial assays

Epigenase HDAC Activity/Inhibition

Direct Assay Kit

Epigentek Cat: P-4034

Human IL-1b ELISA BASIC kit (HRP) Mabtech Cat: 3416-1H-20

ELISA MAX� Standard Set Human IL-6 Biolegend Cat: 430,501

TNF alpha (Total) Human ELISA Kit Invitrogen Cat: 50-179-28

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

4-(dimethylamino)-N-[6-(hydroxyamino)-6-

oxohexyl]-benzamide CAS number

(193,551-00-7)

Santa Cruz Biotechnology Cat: sc-223859

MS-275 CAS number (209,783-80-2) Cayman Chemical Cat: 18,287

Mocetinostat CAS Number (726,169-73-9) Cayman Chemical Cat: 13,284

RGFP966 CAS Number (1,357,389-11-7) Cayman Chemical Cat: 16,917

TMP-195 CAS Number (1,314,891-22-9) Cayman Chemical Cat: 23,242

BRD73954 CAS Number (1,440,209-96-0) Cayman Chemical Cat: 16,919

Trichostatin A CAS Number (58,880-19-6) Cayman Chemical Cat: 89,730

BRD6688 CAS Number (1,404,562-17-9) Cayman Chemical Cat: 19,836

Caspase-1 Inhibitor II CAS number

(178,603-78-6)

Sigma Aldrich Cat: 400,012

NLRP3 Inhibitor, MCC950 CAS

Number (256,373-96-3)

Sigma Aldrich Cat: 5.38120

Cycloheximide CAS Number (66-81-9) Sigma Aldrich Cat: 239,763

MTT- Thiazolyl Blue Tetrazolium Bromide Affymetrix Cat: 19265

DSP [dithiobis(succinimidyl propionate)] Thermo Fisher Cat: 22586

Recombinant Murine IFN-g PeproTech, Inc Cat: AF-315-05

Lipopolysaccharide, Ultra Pure,

Salmonella minnesota R595

Sigma Aldrich Cat: 437628

Pronase Sigma Aldrich Cat: 10165921001

Deacetylation Inhibition Cocktail Santa Cruz Biotechnology Cat: sc-362323

Protease Inhibitor Cocktail Sigma Aldrich Cat: P1860

(Continued on next page)
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

For information and requests for the reagents, please contact and will be fulfilled by the corresponding

author Buka Samten (buka.samten@uthct.edu).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

Data presented in this manuscript will be shared by the corresponding author upon request.

This paper does not report original code.

Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the cor-

responding author upon contact.

EXPERIMENTAL MODELS AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Human subjects

QuantiFERON TB Gold negative or positive adult healthy donors were recruited for the collection of blood

samples for this study following the protocols approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University

of Texas Health Science Center at Tyler. All the participants were consented with signed documentation

before the collection of blood samples.

Continued

REAGENT OR RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

CD40LT Immunex Corporation N/A

Lipofectamine� CRISPRMAX�
Cas9 Transfection Reagent

Invitrogen Cat: CMAX00001

Oligonucleotides

TrueGuide Synthetic gRNA

HDAC1 (CRISPR1087187_SGM)

Invitrogen Cat: A35533

TrueGuide Synthetic gRNA

HDAC2 (CRISPR1097138_SGM

Invitrogen Cat: A35533

TrueGuide Synthetic gRNA

HDAC2 (CRISPR1097140_SGM)

Invitrogen Cat: A35533

non-targeting control synthetis

gRNA (CRISPR1097141_SGM)

Invitrogen Cat: A35533

Hs00918082_m1 (NLRP3) Invitrogen Cat: 4331182

Mm00840904_m1 (NLRP3) Invitrogen Cat: 4331182

Hs01555410_m1 (IL1B) Invitrogen Cat: 4331182

Hs99999901_s1 (18S) Invitrogen Cat: 4331182

Mm99999915_g1 (Gapdh) Invitrogen Cat: 4331182

Experimental models: Organisms/strain

Mouse: C57BL/6 (Female) Jackson Lab Cat: 664

Mycobacterium tuberculosis (H37Rv) Dr. David Sherman (University

of Washington, Seattle, WA)

N/A

Mycobacterium tuberculosis (H37Rv::D3875) Dr. David Sherman (University

of Washington, Seattle, WA)

N/A

Mycobacterium tuberculosis (H37Rv::D3875C) Dr. David Sherman (University

of Washington, Seattle, WA)

N/A
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Animals

Female 6-8 weeks old C57BL/6mice were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory and housed at the animal

facility of the University of Texas Health Science Center at Tyler. All the animal studies were performed in

compliance with the NIH guidelines and regulations and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use

Committee of the University of Texas Health Science Center at Tyler. All mice were maintained on a stan-

dard rodent chow diet (LabDiet, catalog 5053, 4.07 kcal/gm) for the entirety of the studies. After Mtb infec-

tion, all mice were housed and grouped randomly at 5 animals per cage in high-efficiency particulate air

(HEPA) filtered racks in certified animal biosafety level 3 laboratories.

Generation of human peripheral blood monocyte derived macrophages and dendritic cells

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were isolated by differential centrifugation of heparinized

blood over Ficoll-Paque (GE Healthcare Life Science) and monocytes were sorted using anti-human

CD14 mAb conjugated magnetic beads (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany). The purity of

the cells was > 98%, as determined by immunolabeling for CD14 and flow cytometry analysis for human

peripheral bloodmonocytes with an Attune NxT FlowCytometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Themonocytes

were cultured at 53 105 per well in 1 ml culture volume in a 24-well tissue culture plate or 2 x 106 cells/ml in

a 12-well tissue culture plate in 2 ml RPMI-1640 medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific), supplemented with 5%

heat-inactivated pooled human AB serum, 100 units/ml penicillin, 100 mg/ml streptomycin, 1 mM sodium

pyruvate, 0.1 mM MEM nonessential amino acids (all from Invitrogen) and cultured for 6 days to differen-

tiate into monocyte derived macrophages (MDM). Human monocyte derived dendritic cells (MDDC) were

generated by culturing with human granulocyte-macrophage-colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) and IL-4

(both from R&D systems) as described previously (Wang et al., 2009) by culturing for 5-6 days. Before infec-

tion or stimulation, the cells were rested overnight in the fresh culture medium without serum and

cytokines.

Generation of mouse bone marrow-derived macrophages and dendritic cells and culture

Mouse bone marrow derived macrophages (BMDM) were generated from the bone marrow of the 6-

8 weeks old female mice as described previously (Jung et al., 2017) by flushing out the bone marrowmouse

femur and tibia. After red blood cell lyses, the cells were plated at 4 3 106 cells in a petri dish in 10 ml Dul-

becco’s Modified Eagle Medium/Nutrient Mixture (DMEM) F-12 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) containing 10%

fetal bovine serum, 100 units/ml penicillin and 100 mg/ml streptomycin and supplemented with 20% (v/v)

L-929-conditional media. On day 3, another 5 ml of fresh DMEM/F12 medium with 20% conditional media

were added and cultured for up to 7 days.

For the generation of bone marrow derived dendritic cells (BMDD), the bone marrow cells were cultured in

tissue culture plates with supplemented with 10% FBS (Atlanta Biologicals, Atlanta, GA, US) containing

20 ng/ml of mouse recombinant GM-CSF and IL-4 (both from R&D systems) for 6-7 days. Three days after

incubation, half of the cell culture medium was carefully removed and replenished with new DMEM/F12

medium containing 10% FBS and 20 ng/ml GM-CSF and IL-4. Before the stimulation or infection, the cells

were rested overnight in the fresh culture medium without serum, cytokines, and conditional medium.

CRISPR/Cas9 mediated gene knockdown

THP-1 cells expressing Cas9 (Lai et al., 2020), generously provided by Dr. Timothy K. Lu from the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology (Cambridge, MA), were plated in a 24-well plate at 5x104 cells/well in serum

and antibiotic free RPMI-1640 medium with L-glutamine. For genomic editing, 7.5 pM of TrueGuide Syn-

thetic gRNA (sgRNA) HDAC1 (CRISPR1087187_SGM), 7.5 pM of TrueGuide Synthetic gRNA (sgRNA)

HDAC2 (CRISPR1097138_SGM and CRISPR1097140_SGM) or non-targeting control synthetis gRNA

(csgRNA) were mixed with 1.5 ml of Lipofectamine� CRISPRMAX� Cas9 Transfection Reagent (all from In-

vitrogen) in 50 ml of Opti-MEM� I Medium and incubated for 10 min at 37�C before adding into the cells.

After overnight incubation, the cell culture medium was replaced with fresh RPMI-1640 with L-glutamine,

supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum, 100 units/ml penicillin, 100 mg/ml strepto-

mycin, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 0.1 mM MEM nonessential amino acids (all from Invitrogen). Three weeks

after transfection, the efficiency of deletion at protein levels was determined by evaluation of the protein

expression in cell protein extracts by western blotting using anti-HDAC1 or HDAC2 (Cell Signaling

Technology).
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Generation and culture of THP-1 macrophages

The control sgRNA transfected cells, the HDAC1 knockdown (KD) and HDAC2 KD THP-1 cells were

differentiated into macrophages by two-day incubation in RPMI-1640 containing 20 ng/mL PMA. The mac-

rophages were rested in FBS free RPMI-1640 for 24 hours before infection with H37Rv at 5 multiplicity of

infection (MOI) for 3 hours at 37�C. The cells were then treated with DHOB for 1 hour and stimulated

with 100 ng/ml ultrapure LPS (InvivoGene) plus 2.5 mg/ml CD40LT (Immunex) for 16 hours.

METHOD DETAILS

Chemical compounds

Pan-HDAC inhibitor Trichostatin A (TSA), class IIa HDAC inhibitors (HDAC4,5,7 and 9) TMP195, Class I & IV

HDAC inhibitor (HDAC1,2,3 and 11) Mocetinostat, HDAC6 and 8 inhibitor BRD73954, HDAC3 inhibitor

RGFP966 and a HDAC1 and 2 inhibitor BRD6688 were purchased from Cayman Chemical, HDAC1 and 3

inhibitor MS-275, and HDAC1 inhibitor 4-(dimethylamino)-N-[6-(hydroxyamino)-6-oxohexyl]-benzamide

(DHOB) were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, NLRP3 specific inhibitor CP-456773/MCC 950,

caspase-1 inhibitor caspase-1 Inhibitor II and protein synthesis inhibitor, cycloheximide, and pronase

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The stocks of all the chemical inhibitors were prepared in DMSO

following the instructions of the vendors and stored at -80�C before use.

Mtb infection and cell stimulation

Mtb strain H37Rv, its esat-6 deletion mutant (H37Rv:DRv3875) and the mutant strain complemented with

esat-6 gene (H37Rv:DRv3875C), provided by Dr. David Sherman (University of Washington, Seattle, WA),

were cultured in 7H9 broth supplemented with 10% enrichment ADC (Remel) for 2-3 weeks to have the

bacilli grown logarithmically, and prepared for infection as previously described (Wang et al., 2012). The

bacteria were collected and washed with 10 ml HBSS once. After removal of the supernatant, the bacilli

were resuspended in 5 ml HBSS and sonicated thrice with microtip sonicator. The sonicated bacilli were

spun down at 1,100 rpm to pellet the remaining bacilli clumps and the upper part of the bacilli suspension

was collected and quantified by determining the OD600 with a photo spectrometry and determining the

concentration of the bacilli using formula: number of bacilli/ml=OD600 3 3 3 108 3 dilution factor. Macro-

phages or DCs were infected with freshly preparedMtb strains at 5 or 10 MOI. At 3 h post infection the cells

were treated with HDAC inhibitors for 1 hour and then stimulated with LPS and CD40LT as above or 25 ng/

ml IFN-g (PeproTech, Rock Hill, NJ) plus 100 ng/ml ultra-pure LPS. DMSO at the same dilutions with HDAC

inhibitors was used as vehicle control. After 16-hour incubation, cell free culture supernatants were

collected and stored at -80�C before the determination of the cytokine levels.

Aerosol infection of mice with Mtb and HDAC1 inhibitor treatment

Mice were infected with low dose H37Rv by an aerosolizer as described by us (Feng et al., 2011) to deposit

about 25-50 CFU per lung. The next day, the homogenized whole lungs of 3 mice were plated on 7H10 agar

plates and incubated at 37�C with 5% CO2 for 3 weeks to determine the number of bacilli deposited in the

lungs by aerosol infection. HDAC1 inhibitor DHOB was dissolved in DMSO at 16.7 mg/ml and stored at

�80�C. The stocks were thawed and diluted in 0.9% sterile normal saline to have a desired dose

(5 mg/kg body weight) in 100 ml of volume and administered by intraperitoneal (IP) injection. The same dilu-

tion of DMSO in 100 ml of saline (5.4%) was used as a vehicle control. The vehicle control or DHOB was

administered daily for 6 days a week for two weeks. Then, the mice were sacrificed, and the lung tissues

were passed through an 80 mm cell strainer to make single cell suspension in 2 ml HBSS. The lung homog-

enates were centrifuged at 5,0003g for 10 minutes at 4�C and the supernatants were collected into clean

microcentrifuge tubes and stored at -80�C for cytokine analysis. The total RNAwas extracted from a section

of lung tissue using Trizol LS reagent (Invitrogen) for mRNA expression analysis.

Cytokine assay

The cytokine levels in the cell-free culture supernatants and the mice lung homogenates were determined

by ELISA kits for human IL-1b (Mabtech) or mouse IL-1b (Biologend), IL-6 (BioLegend), and human TNF-a

(BD Biotechnology) or mouse TNF-a (Biolegend) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Quantification of mRNA expression by real-time PCR

Total RNAs were extracted from DC at the end of culture and lung tissues with Trizol reagent. The RNAs

were reverse transcribed to cDNA and the relative mRNA expression levels of human IL-1b, caspase-1
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and NLRP3 were determined by Real-Time PCR as previously described (Wang et al., 2009) using primer

and probe sets (ThermoFisher Scientific) and using human 18S rRNA or mouse GAPDH as internal controls

for sample normalization. The mRNA levels were expressed as fold change over the cells without stimula-

tion or infection.

Western blotting

The expression of the proteins in macrophages and DC were determined by western blotting from the

whole cell protein extracts (protein extracts) in 1%Nonidet P-40 cell lysis buffer supplemented with protein-

ase inhibitors and deacetylase inhibitors cocktail (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) by following the procedures

as previously described (Wang et al., 2009). Thirty micrograms of proteins of each sample were separated

by 10% SDS-PAGE and electro-blotted to a nitrocellulose membrane in Tris-glycine buffer containing 20%

methanol. The membrane was blocked with 5% skim milk in Tris buffered saline (TBS) for 1 h at room tem-

perature and incubated with a primary antibody in TBS-T (TBS containing 0.05% Tween� 20) with 5% BSA

overnight at 4�C. After washing with TBS-T, the membrane was incubated with horseradish peroxidase-

conjugated secondary antibody diluted in TBS-T with 5% BSA for 45 min at room temperature. After

four washes with TBS-T and one wash with TBS, the protein bands were visualized using ECL substrate

and ChemiDoc Imaging System (Bio-Rad). The antibodies used were anti-histone (H)3, acetyl-H3 (Lys9/

Lys14), HDAC1, HDAC2, IL-1b, caspase-1, NLRP3, ASC (all from Cell Signaling Technology), GAPDH and

b-actin (all from Santa Cruz Biotechnology).

Cell viability

Cell viability was determined by MTT colorimetric assay as previously described (Wang et al., 2009) by in-

cubation of the cells with 10 ml of MTT for each well for fours followed by addition of 50 ml of isopropanol

with 0.04 N HCl to each well and reading the optical density at 570 nm with an ELISA reader. The results

were expressed as optical density at 570 nm.

Determination of ASC oligomerization by Western blotting

ASC oligomerization was detected by western blotting as described previously (Lugrin andMartinon, 2017)

with minor modifications. Briefly, 50 mg of protein extracts were incubated with chemical crosslinker, DSP

[dithiobis(succinimidyl propionate)] from Thermofisher Scientific, at 2 mM at room temperature for 30 min

with agitation on a rotator. The proteins were then centrifuged at 5,000x g for 10 minutes at 4�C. The pellets

were collected and resuspended in SDS-PAGE sample loading buffer and treated at 100�C for 10 minutes

before running SDS-PAGE and western blotting for ASC to determine the oligomerization of ASC using

anti-ASC Ab. ASC levels in 30 mg protein extracts without crosslinking were determined by western blotting

as an input control of ASC oligomerization assay.

HDAC activity assay

Total HDAC activity was measured using an Epigenase HDAC Activity/Inhibition Direct Assay Kit (Colori-

metric) (EpiGentek, NY, USA). For pan HDAC activities, the protein extracts prepared as described above

were added into a 96-well ELISA plate coated with acetylated substrate peptide at 10 mg protein in 49 ml of

HDAC assay buffer and 1 ml of substrate per well in duplicates. For detection of specific HDAC activities,

HADC1, HDAC2 or HDAC3 were immunoprecipitated from 100 mg of protein extracts using 4 ml of specific

Abs as described by us (Wang et al., 2012) using protein A/B plus agarose beads (Santa Cruz Biotech) after

preclearing the proteins extracts with protein A/B plus agarose beads. The immunoprecipitated proteins

were assayed for HDAC activity using equal volumes in HDAC assay buffer in duplicates. The plate with pro-

tein extracts or specific HDACs was incubated at 37�C for 90 minutes. The plate was washed and incubated

with capture and detection Ab and developed following the protocol provided by the manufacturer. The

activity of HDAC (OD/min/mg protein) was calculated according to manufacturer’s specifications based on

duplicate measurements of the optical densities at 450 nm.

Molecular docking studies

The structures of human HDAC1 and HDAC2 were downloaded from the Protein Data Bank (https://www.

rcsb.org) with PDB IDs 4bkx.pdb and 3max.pdb for HDAC1 and HDAC2, respectively. The three-dimen-

sional structure of DHOB was downloaded from PubChem (CAS 193551-00-7) in the form of sdf file and

converted into pdbqt format as required by the docking software. The molecular docking studies were per-

formed with AutoDock Vina (Trott and Olson, 2010) and the nine highest scoring binding modes for each
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protein-inhibitor complexes that had the highest affinity and presumably strongest functional effects on

the HDACs are illustrated in the results.

Drug affinity responsive target stability assay

Drug affinity responsive target stability (DARTS) was performed as described previously (Lomenick et al.,

2009; Pai et al., 2015) with minor modifications. Briefly, 50 mg of protein extracts of THP-1 cells were resus-

pended in 20 ml of HBSS and the proteins were incubated with desired concentrations of DHOB or DMSO at

the same dilution with DHOB as control at room temperature with shaking for 30 min. The proteins were

then incubated with 40 ng of pronase diluted in 1 X TNC buffer (pH 8.0 50 mM Tris, 50 mM NaCl, and

1 mM calcium chloride) at the protein to pronase ratio of 1250:1 at room temperature for 25 mins. The

digestion reaction was stopped by addition of equal volume of 2X SDS-PAGE sample loading buffer.

The samples were treated at 70�C for 10 minutes before running for SDS-PAGE and western blotting detec-

tion of HDAC1, HDAC2 and HDAC3. The samemembrane was stripped and blotted for GAPDH as control.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Normal distribution of data sets was evaluated using the Shapiro-Wilk normality test. Paired sample t-test

analysis was used to evaluate differences between two experimental conditions using GraphPad Prism 8

software. P values below 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
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